Log information describing the items the users have selected from the set of answers a query engine returns to their queries constitute an excellent form of indirect user feedback that has been extensively used in the web to improve the effectiveness of search engines.
Introduction
Existing web search engines have resorted to the exploitation of log files [28] in order to improve the accuracy and relevance of their results. Log files provide an excellent source of information not only about the queries the users are posing, but also the answers these users consider as correct. Information Retrieval [22] and machine learning techniques [25, 26, 27] have been extensively used to analyze the logs and build models that can predict the most prominent answers to a given query, which can in turn be promoted to higher positions in the answer set they belong. Since log files contain the list of results, the sessions and the clicked documents we refer to them as click-logs.
Recently, we are witnessing an increasing interest in entity-based search and retrieval [8] . This is a direct consequence of the observation that the web, modeled today as a collection of documents, is not accurately reflecting the cognitive model humans use when searching for some specific piece of information. Humans are not thinking in terms of documents, but in terms of entities that may be persons, locations, events, etc. This idea is gaining support in the web search community [14] and is also one of the basic principles of dataspaces [17] . Furthermore, the semantic web community is interested in building the infrastructure that will transform the current web from a web of documents into a web of objects, i.e., entities [38] . Entity search engines have already appeared both in industry [42, 14, 47, 45] , and in academia [9, 33] , with major industrial players like Microsoft's Bing [34, 11] , Yahoo! [44, 40] , and Google [37] , indicating a strong interest.
Entity searching is fundamentally different from document searching [3, 7] . An entity is an artifact that models a real world object. It is typically uniquely identified, and has a set of characteristics modeled as attribute name-value pairs. As such, the attributes are defining the semantics of an object and have a much stronger relationship between them, than what keywords in a document have. A keyword in a document is typically an indication that the document is related to the keyword but is is not easy to understand how it is related. For instance, answering queries such as location=Lombardia in a document search engine could be wrongly interpreted as documents containing the word location and Lombardia and their synonyms. Although the search engines are now able to perform semantic matching they cannot interpret this query as a request of the user of a particular characteristic of an entity. Furthermore, a document may contain reference to different entities, thus, the flat vector representation that most search engines use to model documents does not suffice. An entity, on the other hand, uniquely identifies, and represents in a compact way, a very specific concept, e.g., a person, a place, or a fictional object.
A keyword query in an entity search engine is intended to specify the characteristics of an entity. The search engines employ various techniques for similarity searching to identify the entities that satisfy these characteristics as much as possible, and rank them accordingly [16] . However, this selection may not reflect what the majority of the users are looking for. Ideally, the search engine would take into consideration the user intentions and rank entities that have a high popularity in higher positions in the result list. This is why they tried to exploit other information such as query logs.
Although reranking approaches that use log analysis have been systematically studied in the context of document search engines, we claim that new techniques are needed in the context of entity search engines, because of the following reasons. First, documents are typically represented as a flat vector of keywords, while the different attributes of an entity have more specific semantics. For instance, matching the value of the attribute name for people plays a much more important role than matching other attributes like the city or the country. The above claim is also verified by the results of our experimental evaluation with real data from an entity search engine (discussed in Section 7). Second, in document search engines there is a set of relevant (i.e., correct) answers to a query. In contrast, there is only a single entity that correctly answers a query to an entity search engine. We do not consider retrieval queries, i.e., queries of the form "Give me all the persons in London".
In this work, we present a novel approach for reranking results of entitybased search engines. In this way, the proposed method improves the entity identification. Our approach is based on the implicit feedback extracted by analyzing the logs, and on machine learning techniques [13, 51] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach that has specifically been designed to solve the problem of reranking entities. In contrast to existing log analysis techniques that typically promote popular elements within the results, a major novelty of our approach is that we go further and we can make predictions even for undisclosed queries, by trying to reason about the motivations that a user has selected an entity in an answer set. Furthermore, our approach is independent of the matching technique used by the entity search engine, which makes it applicable in almost every situation.
More specifically, we make the following contributions:
• we propose a novel method to solve the entity reranking problem capturing interdependencies between entities in a result set alongside any relationships among query keywords and entity attributes;
• we introduce effective approaches for extracting implicit user feedback from the query logs of an entity search engine;
• we provide a new metric for evaluating the accuracy of the results with respect to the most selected entities and the ranking of the entities in a result set; and
• we experimentally validate the proposed approach using real datasets.
The remainder of the document is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a motivating example that illustrates our goals. Section 3 makes an overview of the scientific literature on topics related to our work and highlight our differences. Section 4 provides a set of preliminary definitions and explanations, alongside a formal definition of the problem we try to solve. Section 5 describes our solution, and Section 6 introduces evaluation metrics suitable for our problem. Section 7 presents our experimental results. Concluding remarks and possible future directions can be found in Section 8.
Motivating example
Consider a user that submits the query Milan to an entity search engine. The engine returns the five entities illustrated in Figure 1 . The first entity represents the province of Milan, the second its capital city, the third the administrative division of Milan, the fourth the web page of the University of Milan, and the fifth the actual University of Milan. The order in which the results are returned reflects some internal algorithm of the search engine that we consider as a blackbox, since we do not care about it. Assume now that by analyzing the log files, we observe that most of the times that the query Milan was issued the users selected entity e 2 , some number of times e 3 was selected, and a few times e 1 was selected, while entities e 4 and e 5 were never selected. Based on this information, it would have been desired to rerank the result set by placing e 2 first, then e 3 and then e 1 .
What we are interested in, however, are the reasons that a user is actually recognizing a specific entity and selects it. An entity is characterized by its attributes. Thus, the attributes are those that allow the user to differentiate among the entities in the result set. In our particular example of Figure 1 , one can see that all the entities have an attribute name with a value that matches the query keyword, i.e., the value Milan This means that the attribute name is not actually a distinguishing feature. The attributes longitude and latitude, on the other hand, appear in all the three entities e 1 , e 2 and e 3 that have been selected at least one, but do not appear in e 4 or e 5 that were never selected.
This means that the values of these two attribute may play some important role in the user's decision to select an entity from the answer set of the specific query. The attribute country:Italy, on the other hand, does not match any query keyword and it appears in both selected and unselected entities, thus, it is not clear how much it can help as a discriminating feature.
Consider now the case in which the query Milan Province is executed on the search engine for the first time. This means that the logs have actually no information about any user intentions for this particular query. One could use information retrieval techniques and count the number of times each attribute is selected given a keyword. Unfortunately, this approach assumes attributes (and as a consequence, entities) as independent, ignoring valuable information about interconnections that entities may have based on their attributes and the user selections. The existing logs for instance, as previously explained, indicate that for the keyword Milan the attributes latitude, longitude and feature play some important role. This information can be used to rerank the results of the keyword query Milan Province.
Our challenging task is to develop a mechanism that, by analyzing the logs, can build a model for reranking entities in the result set by taking into consideration not only the popularity of attributes (as most information retrieval techniques do), but also the interdependencies among the entities, and which can actually use that knowledge even for queries not previously seen.
Related work
Ranking is a broad field of research in databases, information retrieval and the web. It deals with methods of sorting the query results in a way that the highest in the list is the one that more likely is the one for which the user was seeking. Using click-log information to improve ranking is a well studied problem [25] since it provides an implicit feedback on the accuracy of the results. They typically use machine learning techniques to learn a click model or develop a total order function that agrees with the user preferences. RankNet [5] is a neural network for learning the ranking function using gradient descent. Cohen et al. [13] proposed the Rank SVM method and demonstrated that the problem is NP-complete. The major challenge in that work was to find a consistent set of features that represents documents in a proper way. A similar challenge is present in our setting and is one of the main focuses of our work, but in the context of entities. Many of these approaches require a consistent training-set of labeled instances. [51] proposed a method that uses click-logs as implicit preference feedback (relative judgments), and for a large set of click-logs, it can have similar success to the methods that use explicit labeling. Another boosting algorithm has been described in [50] , which is easier to train and implement, and outperforms traditional ranking methods such as the Ranking SVMs [13] , the BM25 [36] and the RankBoost [19] .
A number of extensions to the above idea have been proposed. One is to use query sessions to improve accuracy [35] . Some have claimed that the ranking is tightly coupled with the search method, but most search methods are based on the relationship between the query and each document. This leads to what is called, a local ranking. Considering the relationship among the individual documents during search and retrieval leads to what is called a global ranking [23] . Our work is independent of the search method and utilizes the logs and the attributes of the entities in the result set to understand how they relate to each other, leading that way into a global ranking. As a different perspective, clustering has also been proposed to be applied on the click-logs [48] , which can lead into an identification of users or query categories and further assist the search.
Another group of studies [22] involves the construction of user click models that abstract the sequence of user selections in a web search. It introduces a probability framework based on a Bayesian approach. The results show that the method outperforms traditional models, such as the User Browsing Model [18] and the Dependent Click Model [21] .
The majority of the above works are centered around document ranking and have not been studied in the context of entities. Our setting can be more effective when applied on entity search engines by exploiting their characteristic feature of consisting of attributes describing their properties. This allows us to reason about names and values of these attributes, as well as their relationships to the query and, last but not least, across entities. A document contains a set of entities and so document ranking techniques intrinsically computes a matching between the query and the words. We demonstrate that with entities there exists better matching schemes that allow us to connect similar entities and boost only the most relevant for the user.
In the area of Top-k query answering, finding and ranking entities within a database has been studied [6] , but on databases with fixed schemas, thus, the kinds of attributes that the entities may have is limited. Text Retrieval [43] and XML Retrieval [46] are two initiative for the discovering and ranking entities on the web. Our method can be used on top of these techniques in order to exploit log information and improve the ranking.
Certain IR techniques have been proposed to improve entity searching and ranking [1] using click-logs. The main difference from our work is that entities there are web documents and relationships among them are explicit through hyperlinks. The EntityRank system [10] , although it has goals similar to ours, considers entities to be any recognizable unit within a document, and not a structure containing a set of attributes. Click-log information has been used also for ranking XML documents [30] , however, the queries there are structured queries, thus understanding the intended query semantics is not as challenging as ours. Apart from the click logs, others [15] have also considered the use of external knowledge, i.e., knowledge bases, to improve entity ranking.
Problem statement
We assume the existence of an infinite set of identifiers O, an infinite set of names N and an infinite set of atomic values V. Let A=N ×V be the set of all possible attributes. An entity is a pair i, A where i∈O and A⊆A and finite.
We use E to refer to the infinite set of all possible entities.
A query is a finite set k 1 , . . . , k n with k i ∈N ∪V for i=1. . .n. A ranking function, denoted as is a total order on the elements of E. A list L⊆E is ranked according to a ranking function r , denoted as L r , if pos(e i )≤pos(e j ) if and only if e i r e j , where e i ,e j ∈L and pos(e) denotes the position of entity e in the list L.
A log entry is a triple q, L e , e , where q is a query, L e is a list of entities ranked according to a ranking function e specified by the search engine, and e∈L e the entity that the user chose being the one he or she was looking for when posing the query q. We stress the fact that e is the single correct answer to q.
We will use the notation L q to refer to all the log entries in a log that have the same query q.
Problem. Given a set of log entries L, we need to build a model that will allow us at run time, for a given query q, with L e being the list returned by the search engine for that query, to construct a ranked list L r of entities such that the entities in L r are those in L e and a ranking-quality f is maximized.
Note that the above problem definition is general, and does not assume any particular ranking-quality function f . In this study, the objective is to rank the correct answer for each query and user (remember that different users may look for different answers when issuing the same query) as close as possible to the top position.
Proposed approach
As a first step the log entries need to be converted into some mathematical structure that can be consumed. Many approaches typically eliminate log entries that fall outside a certain distribution [51] . This significantly reduces the size of the logs and eliminates noisy data. We chose not to do so in order to be able to test our approaches with the actual logs that typically include noise.
We represent the information from the logs to a given query q through a vector. In particular, for a given answer to a query q, we construct a vector whose length is the same as the number of entities in its answer set L e . Recall that for a given query q the list L e is always the same. Different techniques can be used to populate such a vector, the difficult part is to find meaningful representation of the knowledge. One technique is to set the ith element of the vector to value 1 if for the ith entity e i in L e , there is a log entry q, L e , e i , i.e., the entity e i has been selected at least once. All the remaining entries in the vector are set to 0. We refer to this technique as Sel. The Sel technique is easily implementable but does not offer a fine-grained distinction based on the number of times an entity has been selected as opposed to the other entities in the result set.
A second technique that achieves such a distinction is to set the value of each position in the vector to the selected probability P (C i = 1), i.e., the probability that the respective entity in the result list has been selected. Such a probability is easily calculated by the log entries. In particular, for a given query q with an answer set L e , the ith position of the vector is assigned the value
, where e i is the element in the ith position in the list L e , c ei is the number of log entries that are about the query q and for which the element e i is the one selected, while c total is the number of log entries related to the query q in general. We refer to this technique as the SelProb.
Finally, a third technique is to set to 1 only the vector value that corresponds to the most selected entity. We refer to this technique as the Sel1. All three feedback extraction techniques are illustrated in Figure 2 . We use a classifier in order to model the user behavior. To use a classifier we need to represent the information in the logs through features. Before describing these features, let us make a short introduction to the classifier. We use SVMRank [25] , but other classifiers can also be used. SVMRank is a special SVM that learns ranking functions.
Given the results of the query engine and the logs, we need to quantify how related an entity e is to a query q. We denote this relevance as rel(e, q), and compute it as rel(e, q) = w · Φ(e, q)
where w is a vector and Φ is a function generating a feature vector. SVM will learn the vector w, subject to certain constraints. In particular, if e j e i , then it should hold that rel(e j , q)≤rel(e i , q), which means that
To allow some of the preference constraints to be violated, as is typically done in SVM classifications, a margin and non-negative slack variables are added.
This brings the preference constraint to the form
Although we cannot efficiently find a w that minimizes the number of violated constraints, we can minimize the upper bound for it, i.e., ξ ij . To maximize the SVM margin the following convex quadratic optimization problem needs to be solved: min w,ξij
and ξ ij ≥0, ∀q, i, j Our goal is to propose a proper feature vector Φ. To improve the performance of SVM, the feature vectors are normalized to a vectorΦ with Euclidean distance 1 using the formula:Φ = Φ Φ
In existing work [23, 51, 35] related to document retrieval, a feature vector Φ, encapsulating the information about the query and the document characteristics, is typically composed by the concatenation of three kinds of smaller vectors. The first is a vector describing features of the query only independently of the documents. The second kind is a vector describing features of the document, independently of what the query is, and finally, the third kind is a vector consisting of document features related to the query.
Unfortunately, such a model is not sufficient for our case, where it is desired to represent relationships among the entity attributes, needed to model the relationship across entities in the same query set, and among entity attributes and the query, needed to model the importance of each attribute for the given query. Thus, we present three new ways of constructing the feature vectors for our case.
Entity Set Comparison
The first method is based on the idea that entities can be seen as sets of attribute name-value pairs. Doing so, we can exploit set properties to model the relationship between the query terms and the attributes of the entities in the same result list, as well as the relationship among the attributes of these entities. These sets are then transformed into features. We create a feature vector for every query q in the logs.
Since an entity attribute consists of a name and a value, a keyword in a query may match the name or the value. Assume a query q= k 1 , k 2 , . . . k n , and L e the list of elements returned by the query engine. We define the query matching set for every entity e∈L e as:
To compare the attributes of an entity to the attributes of all the other entities we need to consider how their names and values match. Given two attributes (n 1 , v 1 ) and (n 2 , v 2 ), we define four cases on the way they can be related:
1. not matching: n 1 n 2 and v 1 = v 2 2. imperfect matching: n 1 = n 2 and v 1 v 2 3. perfect matching: n 1 n 2 and v 1 v 2 4. incomparable: n 1 = n 2 and v 1 = v 2 Note that the equality between two values ( ) here is not necessarily strict equality. It may be substring matching, or any other form of matching desired. In all our experiments we employ the traditional JaroWinkler [49] matching scheme. The choice of the measure is dependent to the data. Thus we do not specifically address this problem in this work.
Based on the above, for each entity e in the answer set L e of every query q= k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n in the logs we further define the following four sets: We create a feature vector Φ e,q , for every pair of query q in the logs and entity e in the answer set L e of the query q. Let n 1 , . . ., n k be the set of all the attribute names of the attributes in the entities within the whole result set L e . The vector Φ e,q has the form:
Each of the φ(n, e, q) is a block of five single-value rows, constructed as follows:
Note that in the above specification of φ(n, e, q), the value v of the attribute can be whatever, i.e., it is enough one (any) attribute with the name n in the respective set to satisfy the condition.
We refer to this method of generating the feature vector as Full. As an alternative, one can ignore the name matching and produce only three sets out of the five mentioned earlier. These three sets will be the QM 
Entity Centric IR (ECIR)
Instead of using features purely based on the entity structure as was previously described, one can use traditional IR techniques but adapted to the case of entities. In particular, in each entity we consider what is called the title part, which are attributes of major identification importance, like name, title, last name, etc [4] . We also consider the entity content as the set of all the values of its attributes, and the entity as a whole, consisting of all the attributes names and values. Having done so, traditional IR techniques [31] can be applied to analyze the logs and build a feature vector.
The feature vectors consist of features in three main categories, 24 features in total. The first category is about query features and includes the query length, the number of query keywords, the IDF feature values, the IDF titles and the IDF feature names and values. The second category is about entity features and includes the number of words in the values, the number of words in titles, the number of words in attribute names and values, the number of attributes, the number of numeric attributes, whether the entity is a person, whether it is a an organization, a place or something else [4] . The last category contains features related to the relationship between the entity and the query. These features are the TF-IDF score, the BM25 score and the sum of TF for the values [32] , the titles, and the remaining attributes as a whole. All the features are summarized in Table 1 .
Query features
Entity features Query-entity features query length number of words titles tf-idf titles number of keywords word number content tf-idf content average keywords length word number whole entity tf-idf whole entity idf titles attribute number BM25 titles idf content numeric attributes number BM25 content idf whole entity is a person BM25 whole entity is an organization sum of tf titles is a place sum of tf content is other sum of tf whole 
Induced popularity (IP)
A third alternative is to measure the popularity of each attribute by analyzing the logs and then using this information as a base for the entity ranking. For instance, consider two entities that represent two persons, both called Jordan, but the first is a basketball player while the second is a clerk. Knowing that the first entity is more popular, one can conclude that the job=basketball player is more popular than the job=clerk. We refer to this idea as induced popularity.
To build features out of this notion one can select a threshold and look at the number of popular attributes above a specific threshold T , characterizing the number of times that an attribute has to be selected in order to be considered popular. In this way an attribute is defined as popular if in the logs it has been selected at least T times.
The number of popular attributes following this diverse notion of popularity is the value of the feature we add to the example set in the classifier. We propose two different configurations: the first is taking into account only selected entities, while the second considers also attributes of non-selected entities. In the experiments, we refer to them as SIP (Selected Induced Popularity) and N/SIP (Non-Selected / Selected Induced Popularity), and we consider four different thresholds (3, 5, 7, and 9).
Traditional IR
Apart from the above three methods that we propose, the entities can be seen as documents, hence, traditional IR techniques can be used. Of course, not all the IR techniques are applicable. For instance, the page-rank or other URL-related features are not applicable. However, the vast majority of the existing techniques could be used. More specifically, we implemented the features described in Microsoft Learning to Rank benchmark [31] . From that list we extract a total of 23 features.
Evaluation Measures

IR Measures
There is a number of different document ranking evaluation techniques. Among them, the MAP and the NDCG are widely used [2, 29, 50] .
The NDCG measures the distance between a re-ranking and an optimal ranking obtained by reordering the results according to relevance judgment that is provided as ground truth. Evidently, NDCG cannot be directly applied in our setting, where we only have a single correct answer (not a set of relevant answers with a varying degree of relevance).
The other classical metric in the document ranking literature is MAP. In that context, results are classified as relevant or irrelevant (with respect to the given query), and the final ranking is considered good when all relevant results are in the top positions, irrespective of the relative order of these relevant results.
MAP is defined as the mean of the average precision scores for a query. Let L r be a ranked list of entities, and R ⊆ L r the subset of entities which are relevant. The average precision score is defined as:
where P rec(i) is the number of relevant entities in the first i positions, divided by i. The final MAP score is obtained by summing together the MAP of each query divided by the number of queries.
Example 2. Consider an original ranking that includes entities e 1 , selected once, and e 2 , selected five times, and assume the two possible final rankings depicted below. In the case of final ranking A, MAP is 1 since the two relevant entities are in the top positions of the result list. However, our intuition says that this ranking is not perfect, because e 1 is way less preferred than e 2 , and should therefore be ranked second. This is the situation in final ranking B, which is of higher quality. Nevertheless, the MAP value is the same as before.
Average Entity Precision (AEP)
The example above, illustrates the deficiency of MAP in our problem setting, i.e., the fact that it cannot differentiate among rankings that may have different quality, because it treats all relevant (i.e., selected) entities equally. In the problem we consider though, there is only one relevant result for each query.
In order to remedy this situation, we introduce AEP, which measures the mean precision among references of the same query. In doing so, AEP includes in the computation the user selections (i.e., how many times each entity is selected), and additionally uses the rank positions of the entities as weights. AEP is formally defined as follows.
where pos L (e) is a shorthand notation that represents the position of entity e in L.
Example 3. Continuing the previous example, the value of AEP for final ranking A is 0.58, while for B becomes 0.92. This result is intuitive, since it more accurately captures the user selections.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the results of the experimental evaluation of the proposed approach, compared to the original ranking and to traditional IR techniques used in the document re-ranking literature. In all cases, we evaluate the performance of the algorithms using 10-fold cross validation.
We used the SVMLight * implementation of SVMRank [24] , which is a widely used ranking SVM classifier. Regarding the choice of a string similarity method (used by the Simple and Full methods), we tested several alternatives (perfect equality, Levenstein distance, SoftTFIDF, JaroWinkler) [12] , and decided to use the JaroWinkler.
All algorithms were coded in Java 1.6, and run in i686 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X3220 2.40GHz machine with 4Gb of main memory.
We have designed all experiments such that they are reproducible. 
Datasets
In the following paragraphs we describe in detail the datasets we used in our evaluation. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 2 .
D-Okkam datasets
We obtained a real dataset, D-Okkam, by observing the behavior of users when interacting with the OKKAM [33] entity search engine. The system allows users to search for a named entity, and to select the correct entity from the result list. We logged the queries (drawn from a restricted list), search engine result lists, and selected entities for a period of one month. We gathered 2, 321 log entries from 129 distinct users, corresponding to 116 different queries. Figure 3 (a) depicts the distribution of the position in the result list of the entities selected by the users. We note that for the majority of the queries different users were selecting different entities as the correct answer (indicating the different search goals of the users), with an average of 3 (max=7) selected entities per query.
D-Top, D-Mid, D-Low datasets
In order to evaluate our techniques on datasets with different characteristics, as well as to test their time performance, we generated datasets based on real data as follows.
We had in our disposal a query log from Microsoft MSN search engine, from which we randomly extracted 5, 370 queries on distinct named entities. These queries were later manually matched against the entities stored in OKKAM, producing for each query a set of relevant entities that included the correct entities (remember that we may have more than one when aggregating the behavior of many users), as well. We removed queries that shared at least one selected entity, so as to be sure that in our experiments the classifier is properly generalizing and not simply learning how to rank the same set of entities. Then, we generated three datasets, D-Top, D-Mid and D-Low, by randomly shuffling the answer set of a query, thus, producing a corresponding result list that included the correct entities. These datasets measured 2, 250 queries and 3, 850 log entries on average.
The D-Top dataset simulates a situation where the correct entities are already listed in the top positions of the result list, following a Zipfian distribution from position 2 (Figure 3(b) ). This is the hardest case for our techniques, since there is little room for improving these result lists. The D-Mid and D-Low simulate the cases when most of the correct entities are listed in the middle (following a Gaussian with µ = 9, σ 2 = 1) and bottom (following a Gaussian with µ = 19, σ 2 = 1) positions of the result lists. The two distributions are depicted in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) , respectively. (These graphs show that some correct entities are still ranked in the top positions: this happens when the result list only contains 2 − 3 entities.) The D-Top, D-Mid and D-Low datasets, too, have an average of 2 (max=5) selected entities per query. Table 3 : Results for D-Top.
Simple and Full, ECIR, and combinations of the above among themselves and with IP methods, namely SIP and N/SIP. We also compare against Traditional IR, a classifier using traditional IR features. The baseline is Original, which represents the original result list produced by the search engine.
The experimental results are grouped according to the method used. Due to lack of space, we do not report results for the Sel1 feedback extraction strategy, because it either leads to small improvements, or no improvements at all. Its low performance is explained by the fact that it contains partial information, only storing the single most selected correct entity and discarding all the rest, which in our case turns out to be a suboptimal strategy.
We first report results on the datasets shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, for D-Top, D-Mid, and D-Low, respectively. We mark with bold the best improvement over Original. We also performed a two-tailed t-test to establish statistically significant values. The test showed that all measurements are statistically significant with a p-value ≤ 0.001.
The results show that in all cases the classifier produces accurate ranking functions, able to reorder the query results in a proper way. For all three datasets, the proposed approaches are able to correctly reorder the entity result lists, achieving improvements (over the original ranking) for both MAP and AEP of up to more than 4 times for D-Low. As expected, the improvements are less pronounced for the other two datasets, but there is still a significant improvement of up to more than 2 times for D-Top. When compared to Traditional IR, the proposed techniques achieve results that are 4% (D-Low) to 18% (D-Mid) better.
For these datasets, we observe that ECIR performs similarly to Traditional IR. In contrast, the IP-based features help the classifier achieve better performance, achieving the best results in combination with Simple and Full, closely followed by ECIR. Table 4 : Results for D-Mid. Table 6 summarizes the results for the D-Okkam dataset. In this table, we mark with an asterisk the values that are not statistically significant, i.e., having p-value > 0.05. By analyzing Table 6 , we observe that the proposed approach results in improved rankings (overall). Moreover, we note that in some cases, these improvements are significant. In particular, we achieve the best performances with Simple + N/SIP and Full + SIP, with an improvement in AEP of 26% and 18%, respectively, with respect to Original. In general, Induced Popularity methods perform better than the rest. Traditional IR features, on the other hand, do not have a good performance: they worsen the results for MAP, and only modestly improve the AEP measure. Although Simple and Full methods, achieve the worse results in MAP, a more accurate analysis revealed that for small datasets like D-Okkam these methods tend to produce high variability in MAP. However, they achieve good performance in conjunction with other techniques such as Induced Popularity.
We notice that several of the MAP values are not statistically significant. A closer look at the data shows that there is a high variability in the observed results, which is not the case for AEP. The reason is that MAP does not distinguish among the selected entities (see discussion in Section 6), while AEP is a measure that focuses on the most selected of the correct entities, which the results demonstrate that are consistently pushed higher in the final ranking.
The results validate the observations we made with the bigger data (even though the improvements are smaller), that the hybrid techniques achieve the best results, especially those that use the IP-based features. Though, we note that in this dataset Traditional IR performs worse than ECIR, which is an indication that Traditional IR is less suitable for entity ranking than our proposed techniques. In summary, we can say that with the proposed approach the users are (on average) indeed experiencing a better performance of the search engine.
Overall, our experimental evaluation shows that the proposed techniques Table 5 : Results for D-Low.
result in better performance when compared to the traditional IR approach, because they are in a position to exploit the unique features that entities have. The hybrid techniques that use the IP-based features achieve the best results, but when considering time performance (Section 7.4), as well, two of these hybrid techniques, Simple+N/SIP and Full+SIP, are the methods of choice. These two techniques achieve the best results (or are very close to the best) across different feedback methods and datasets for all the cases we evaluated in our experiments.
Regarding the feedback extraction method, it seems that there is significant difference between Sel and SelProb. We are currently collecting a larger real dataset, which will further help showcase the differences among the proposed techniques.
Classification Model
In this section, we make some observations on the classification model, based on our experimental results. As we discussed in Section 5, the classification model we use in this study is linear, and the model representation is a weight vector w. Features with positive weight affect the ranking in a positive way, while a negative weight means a negative impact of the feature for the final rank. This analysis refers to the D-Okkam dataset and SelProb feedback method (similar results hold for Sel), and in the next paragraph we briefly present some of the most important findings. Table 7 presents a summary of the main positive and negative feature weights for the most significant methods.
Our analysis shows that Traditional IR is mostly affected by the term frequency and the BM25, while ECIR is positively affected by the number of attributes and the number of characters of the entity. In both cases, the number of covered terms has a negative impact on the classifier. Table 7 : Main positive and negative feature weights.
In contrast, hybrid combinations of ECIR and the other methods are strongly affected by the size of the entity and the number of query keywords in the attribute values. Interestingly, the idf of the values and the number of numeric attributes have negative weights. In addition, it is worth noting that for Full+ECIR and Simple+ECIR the models are almost the same, and the set comparison features do not affect the classification task in a significant way. On the contrary, even though popularity-based features decisively contribute to improving the precision of the models, we observed that the winner methods, i.e. Simple+N/SIP and Full+SIP, are positively influenced by both the popularity-based features and the attribute features.
We additionally report an analysis of the correlations between pairs of features. From a statistical perspective, uncorrelated features are more likely to bring new information for the classification task. On the other hand, a strong correlation with another feature is a signal of redundancy and so feature reduction techniques, such as principal component analysis [20] , can be carried out in order to reduce the dimensionality and the complexity of the model. Below we report as correlation measure the Spearman rank coefficient [39] , which com-putes the correlation among ranked variables. We tested all the pairs with a t-test and the null hypothesis of non-correlation, and we report the top-6 correlated features in Tables 8 and 9 . All reported correlations are statistically significant. Table 8 shows the top-6 highly correlated and non-correlated pairs for the Simple + N/SIP and Full + SIP methods. One of the top correlations is between the features "Homeunitn QM" and "Fullname M" (refer to section 5.1 for the definition of QM and M) that correspond to the webpage of the University of Trento and the name of a person. This correlation is explained by the fact that the webpage of the university contains the names of its employees. Similarly, the popularity features, i.e. "Selected ≥ 9" and "Selected ≥ 7" (where 7 and 9 are the thresholds introduced in Section 5.3), are strongly correlated. On the other hand, semantically different attributes, such as "Longitude" and "Population", are not correlated. We note that the "Incountry" attribute in Full + SIP, which is the most influential (as discussed earlier) attribute in the model, is also correlated with other attributes. As expected, the popularity based features are not correlated with anyone of the entity-set features. For this reason, popularity based features are important for the classification task, and this motivates the good results of the Simple + N/SIP and Full + SIP methods.
To compare our approach to the IR approaches, we list in Table 9 the top-6 highly correlated and non-correlated features for the Traditional IR and ECIR methods. Unsurprisingly, we notice a strong correlation between idf, tf-idf (and also their normalized versions). The Traditional IR approach presents several redundancies in the features, e.g., in the aggregated scores sum and mean (in order to compute the mean we have to first compute the sum). On the other hand, the number of covered terms, i.e., the number of terms in the entity that are also query keywords, are unrelated to most of the IR metrics, such as tf-idf and idf. It is interesting to note that the top-6 correlated ECIR features exhibit correlations that are weaker than the corresponding top-6 features of Traditional IR. This observation explains why ECIR performs better than Traditional IR, since ECIR uses more informative features. Finally, naturally correlated scores (e.g., idf and tf-idf) are uncorrelated with respect to different parts of the entity (i.e. titles vs values) validating the claim that entities cannot be treated as documents.
The above results highlight characteristics of the features that may be useful in order to further improve the classification model. A detailed study of how to best integrate this knowledge in our method is part of our future work.
Time Performance
In order to measure the time performance, we created five new datasets with different number of queries, namely 1k, 5k, 10k, 25k and 50k (by repetidly sampling from D-Top). In Figure 4 we report the time needed for the preprocessing and classifier model learning tasks. We note that the results are simply indicative of the trends, and the absolute times can be significantly reduced by optimizing and parallelizing the operations. Table 9 : Top-6 correlated and non-correlated features in Traditional IR (left) and ECIR (right) methods.
Preprocessing involves the computation of the set of features. The results (refer to Table 10) show that the required time is 0.5 sec/query for Simple and Full, and up to 2 sec/query for the IR-based techniques. ECIR is the slowest, due to the computation-intensive feature set it involves. Learning is a task whose time requirements depend on the type of classifier we choose (quadratic for the SVM in our case). Figure 4 depicts the time needed for SVM to learn models for some of the proposed methods. The graph shows that the proposed techniques require more time to learn than Traditional IR. We plan to investigate this issue further, in order to render the models of the proposed techniques easier to learn.
Finally, ranking time is the time needed to compute the final weights using the model produced by the SVM. Since we employ a linear model that can easily fit in main memory, this time is negligible.
Conclusions
This work tackled the problem of reordering a list of entities retrieved by an entity search-engine, based on the extraction of implicit feedback from click-logs. We proposed three novel approaches to extract relevant features from click- logs, and analyzed three feedback extraction methods. Features are extracted considering the relationships among the attributes in different entities in the result list. Moreover, we proposed novel uses of the IR features that exploit the structure of the entities. We also introduced novel measures, suitable for evaluating the results in this new context. The experimental evaluation on real datasets shows that the proposed methods are more effective when compared to traditional IR techniques (that are document aware). The results indicate that considering entities as plain text does not help in the classification task, while the proposed approaches can improve the results by a significant amount. In the future we can work on integrating a user model with the semantic information of some other external sources, such as knowledge bases, ontologies and word-nets.
We are currently working on the collection of a large real dataset that can help further improve and better evaluate the techniques proposed in this area.
